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Extra on Face Reading-NOSE

Face/Palm Reading
Nose is the backbone of Face Reading as it governs our wealth as well as
our spine!
General Reading
Nose should be straight, mole-free and round.
Nose should not have ‘break’ along our nose bridge (relationship problems)
Nostril with hair sticking out is a sign of bad luck (financial loss)
Nostril sticking out end up with unstable financial standing.
Narrow nostril is a stingy person.
Proportion of nose is smaller than the face will end up as hard labor.
Round Nose Tip is a wealthy person.
Yellowish Nose Tip is a sign of creating wealth.
Yellowish Nose Bridge is a sign of celebration/happiness.
Black/gray nose means depression.
Greenish Nose means a person is sick.
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Detail Reading
NOSE (Ages 41 to 50)

The period that the nose governs is from 41 to 50. For males, the nose represents his
wealth, while for females the nose represents her spouse. A good nose is
proportionate to the whole face and is without moles, ‘breaks’ or scars.
Noses are the location for self-esteem, self-respect and confidence.
High nose
A tall or high nose is a sign of self-esteem and self-centeredness. Nevertheless, a
good leader normally has a high nose and protruding cheekbones.
Short nose
A person with a short nose is said to have low self-esteem and no confidence.
Jewish nose
Such a person has a nose whose tip points downward. Jewish people are famous for
their enterprising skills. Such persons can have their own business ventures.
Roman nose
A nose with a break or bump in the nose bridge is called a Roman nose. Such
persons are firm with their decisions and will not give way or yield in a quarrel. Such
persons need to handle relationships with their spouse tactfully.
Greek nose
Such persons are perfectionists, constantly discontented, and as a result, are not
happy with the status quo.
Big nostrils
Persons with big nostrils are unable to sustain wealth due to unforeseen
circumstances that are beyond his or her control.
Nose with bulging wings
Such persons are able to sustain wealth as opposed to those with big nostrils.
However, such persons are stubborn and will not follow the trend.
Child nose
These people have a low nose bridge while the nose tip points upward. A person with
such a nose is lacking the determination and stamina to succeed.
Please write to info@misterfengshui.com
Your letters and comments are always welcomed!
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-Kerby Kuek
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